Interdisciplinary Majors/Minors

- data-Data Science BS/Minor (3) – Behrang Forghani
- ess-SSM: Environmental & Sustainability Studies BS/Minor (3) – Alison Welch

Mathematics:
- math-Mathematics BS/Minor (4) – Robert Hogan
- SED: edmat-Early Childhood Education MAT (3) – Kelley White/Brian Lanahan
- SED: edmat-Elementary Education MAT (3) – Brian Lanahan/Treyce Hunter-Doringer
- SED: edpa-Performing Arts MAT (3) – Laura Turner
- SED: smft-Sciences and Mathematics for Teachers MEd (3) – John Peters
- SED: smft-Sciences and Mathematics for Teachers MEd (3) – John Peters
- SED: smft-Sciences and Mathematics for Teachers MEd (3) – John Peters
- SED: smft-Sciences and Mathematics for Teachers MEd (3) – John Peters
- HSS: puba-Public Administration MPA (3) – Judy Millisen
- HSS: envs-Environmental Studies MS (3) – Annette Watson/Lucy Davis
- HSS: hisma-History MA (3) – Jacob Steere-Williams
- HSS: puba-Public Administration MPA (3) – Judy Millisen
- LCWA: lale-Languages MEd (3) – Emily Beck

Centers/Institutes

- SED: edmat-Early Childhood Education MAT (3) – Kelley White/Brian Lanahan
- SED: edmat-Elementary Education MAT (3) – Brian Lanahan/Treyce Hunter-Doringer
- SED: edpa-Performing Arts MAT (3) – Laura Turner
- SED: smft-Sciences and Mathematics for Teachers MEd (3) – John Peters
- HSS: puba-Public Administration MPA (3) – Judy Millisen
- HSS: envs-Environmental Studies MS (3) – Annette Watson/Lucy Davis
- HSS: hisma-History MA (3) – Jacob Steere-Williams
- HSS: puba-Public Administration MPA (3) – Judy Millisen
- LCWA: lale-Languages MEd (3) – Emily Beck

Geology & Environmental Geosciences:
- genv-Environmental Geosciences Minor (new) – Barbara Beckham
- geo-Geoinformatics Major (new) – Barbara Beckham
- geo-Geology BA/Minor (3) – Barbara Beckham
- geo-Geology BS (4) – Barbara Beckham

Physics & Astronomy
- astr-Astronomy BA/Minor (3) – Gabriel Williams
- astp-Astrophysics BS (4) – Gabriel Williams
- bmph-Biomedical Physics Minor (3) – Sorine Opsran
- met-Meteorology BA (5) – Gabriel Williams
- phys-Physics BA/Minor (3) – Gabriel Williams
- phys-Physics BS (4) – Gabriel Williams
- syen-Systems Engineering BS – Funke Obadegbe
- eeng-Engineering Electrical Engineering BS (new) – Funke Obadegbe

Centers/Institutes

- Center for Coastal Environmental & Human Health (3) – Paul Sandifer
- Grice Marine Laboratory (3) – Jack DiTullio
null